
 

LIVING WILL 

OF MR. SRINIVAS DEVATHI S; BANGALORE - 560079, INDIA 

WILL TAKING EFFECT FROM – SEP 16, 2019 

WILL EXPIRING ON – DEC 31, 2020 

 

 

CONTEXT:  

I, Srinivas Devathi, Inventor to ‘Vehicle Color Change Technology’ with patent grant from USPTO (which 

is valued at 22.5 Trillion Earthlings/$) and the technologies valuation from the other 61 Non-USA 

countries (all of which are valued at 70.5 Trillion Earthlings/$); own total assets (all intellectual property) 

worth a total (realistic estimated value) of 93 Trillion Earthlings/$; as of today. This is the most 

important asset that must be addressed in this Will. It is fair to say that all my property / assets / wealth 

is intellectual property in the form of patents, patent applications and Trademarks.  

Outside of the above listed intellectual property assets; I have some property and income from other 

regular sources which allows me to live my regular ‘Middle class’ income life in India. This property is 

nothing that anyone in India, or certainly USA citizens or their corporations would envy about or look to 

steal from me.  

 

 

NO LEGAL HEIRS:  

I, Srinivas Devathi, do not have any legal heirs. I am single (Divorce concluded in July 2012) with no 

children. So, I do not have any legal heirs; as all intellectual property in a person’s name qualifies as his 

own earnings and any legal heirs of such property can only be his family descendants.  

Further, my siblings have no legal claim in this wealth either.  

My father, who passed away on Jan 1st, 2018; has left enough (of his wealth) for my mother, to ensure 

her comfortable living for many years to come. Additionally, my mother would not know what to do 

with crores of rupees, and certainly does not know what to do with Trillions of Earthlings / $.  

Despite my mentioning of the names of my Father or Mother in one or more financial instrument forms 

(such as bank accounts, LIC policies, Post office accounts, investment accounts, or other) as my nominee 

(for that financial instrument), this ‘Living Will’ shall override any such nomination forms being 

extrapolated for my Intellectual property assets listed above. Further, Intellectual property is not 

something that is claimed or inherited upwards in the family tree.  

So, neither my mother nor my deceased Father can inherit or claim any portion of the 93 Trillion 

Earthlings / $ asset.  

 

 

SEPARATE INSTRUMENT:  

In summary I do not have any legal heirs for the 93 Trillion Earthlings / $ valued Intellectual Property. If I 

choose to assign anything to my Mother or siblings, it shall be done so only by ‘Executing a separate 

contract or agreement or legal instrument’.  
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CURRENT ASSIGNMENTS OF WEALTH FROM INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY:  

The 93 Trillion Earthlings / $ will be brought into India as my wealth in this year and next. Depending on 

the way I execute contracts (Invention – Intellectual Property sale agreements) with one or more 

countries; I may attract the wealth in partial payments spread over the IP tenure which ends in year 

2034. As the wealth comes into my Indian Bank account(s), my yearly allocation of funds will be as given 

here:  

- 90% of all wealth attracted will be ‘year-marked’ or ‘pledged’ for a visionary goal defined by me 

called ‘Goal Year 2050’; to make India a developed country.  

o Half of this 90% (45% of total) will be paid to Indian Government (which includes all 

payable taxes at central government and state government level for all 29 states and 

UT’s included). Portion / balance outside the taxes and up to the 45% of total value will 

be allocated to Indian Government and 29 State Governments as ‘Development Funds’ 

(For the states, in proportion to their population).  

o I shall annually pay (or distribute) this portion of wealth and provide guidance to Indian 

Government and all 29 State Governments on doing the right projects, the right way 

until ‘Goal year 2050’ is achieved.  

o The other half of this 90% (45% of total) is ‘year-marked’ or ‘pledged’ for Private side 

development projects / work which will be driven by me across India (which will further 

be followed and possibly emulated by many other developing and economically 

backward countries); through ‘Earthling Foundations’. The Legal entity Foundation is 

expected to be formed and its first initiative rolled out well before Dec 31, 2020.  

o Earthling Foundations will roll out a series of initiatives over the next 30 years, with 

allocated expenditure annually for projects that must be completed within that year; to 

achieve ‘Goal year 2050’.  

- 10% of all wealth attracted will be ‘My personal wealth’ in my personal bank account and spent 

on my personal expenses and select personal projects across India.  

 

I, Srinivas Devathi, Inventor to ‘Vehicle Color Change Technology’; state that this is my Current active 

Living Will and this is how I want the money allocated, while alive or dead.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________________ 

Srinivas Devathi S;  

Inventor and Author;  

Bangalore, India;  

Sep 16, 2019.  

 


